I²SoS-Colloquium Winter Term 2021/22

The colloquium takes place each Tuesday at 16:15 until 17:45 hrs. in a hybrid format. In part speakers will be present with an audience on site, in part the talks will be transmitted via the video-conferencing program “Zoom.” The intended format is to have live events with remote access, but some of the speakers will be giving their talks only via zoom (indicated by the prefix “zoom only”).

You get access for all meetings via the following link and code.

Zoom-Meeting beitreten: 
https://uni-bielefeld.zoom.us/j/96028920937?pwd=c0cwYkZDLzZrVmrndZHRkNmd2drdz09
Meeting-ID: 960 2892 0937
Passwort: 425746

If zoom is not already installed on your computer, it will do so automatically when you request access. Zoom is an interactive format so that you will be able to ask questions.

The language of the title indicates the language of the talk.

You are all warmly invited to take part and to fill this digital format with life. We would be delighted to welcome you in this framework.


9.11. –


Zoom only: Gil Eyal (Sociology, Columbia U.), “The Crisis of Expertise”

Philipp Haueis (Philosophy, Uni BI), “Local climate knowledge and activism, or: how to make philosophy of climate research more practice-based”

Zoom only: Malte Neuwinger (Sociology, Uni BI), “Global spread of RCTs”

Jalal Shahinitiran (ISoS, Uni BI), Presentation of Master’s Thesis

Zoom only: Eva Krick (Arena Institut Oslo), “Expertise und Demokratie”

Mathias Frisch (Philosophy, LU Hannover), “Uses and misuses of scientific models in pandemic policy advice.

Zoom only: Charis Thompson (LSE/UC Berkeley), “Reproduction, Migration, and Climate in a Time of Low Fertility”